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Chapter 102
After doing a good job of psychological construction, Zoey Gu raised her hand and
knocked on the door.

“Liam Lu, are you there? I have something to look for you.”

No one answered.

Zoey Gu leaned slightly and looked in through the hidden door. He did not find Liam Lu’s
person, but was attracted by the dazzling light on the desk.

She couldn’t help but push the door open and walked towards the desk.

On the desk are scattered sheets of white paper, with pencils on the top of which are
drawn roughly or lightly with many wedding dress styles, and…

Zoey Gu turned his gaze, and subconsciously looked towards a bright spot.

It is a ring.

The style of the ring is simple and restrained, like the one she and Liam Lu paired with
her five years ago.

But didn’t that one by Liam Lu personally throw it away when he was in the hotel?

Zoey Gu’s heart jumped violently in an instant.

She raised her hand and wanted to get the ring…

“Remove your hand!” A cold voice suddenly sounded.

Liam Lu strode forward with a green face, grabbed Zoey Gu’s hand and pushed her
away mercilessly!

Zoey Gu was caught off guard and she staggered and was thrown far away.

She paled slightly and looked up at him subconsciously.

“Sorry, I didn’t mean to…”

Liam Lu strained his face, bent over and opened the drawer, swept away with his big
hands, all the things on the table were locked in.



He curled his eyebrows and looked at her. Even if Zoey Gu didn’t see anything, there
was still a bit of anger on his face that someone had spied on secrets.

“Who let you in? Get out!”

Zoey Gu pursed her lips, embarrassed on her face.

“I came to see you for something, and I didn’t mean to spy on your privacy.”

Seeing her innocent face and serious expression, Liam Lu’s complexion eased a little,
and he closed his eyes and let out a sigh.

“what’s up?”

“I…”

Thinking of the child who had been separated from her for many years at birth, Zoey Gu
felt a pain in his heart.

“Liam Lu, in the year you left, I was born…”

A rush of telephone ringing suddenly rang, abruptly interrupting Zoey Gu’s words.

Liam Lu glanced at her, raised his hand to hold the phone to his ear, and responded in a
low voice.

“Hello? It’s me.”

I don’t know what the other party said, he frowned slightly, “Okay, I see, I’ll come over
now.”

He hung up the phone, looked sideways at Zoey Gu, and said something solemnly.

“I have something to go out. If there is anything, wait until I come back.”

After speaking, he left the study without looking up.

Zoey Gu opened her mouth to say something, but could only watch him walking away.
The courage she had finally gathered up instantly collapsed like a punctured balloon.

When he comes back, she is afraid that she has no courage to speak a second time…

Liam Lu did not come back this night.

But early the next morning, Shiyue came back to the garden earlier, saying that she had
already selected the bridal shops that met her preferences in Berven City according to
the meaning of taking care of her.



Alina Yin heard that she was going to try her wedding dress, and she would follow along
with everything she said.

A few people drove along, and Liam Lu was already waiting in the store.

Seeing Zoey Gu saw him, with a slightly stunned expression, the man who was looking
down at the newspaper frowned.

“What are you doing? My time is limited, go try your wedding dress!”

Only then did Zoey Gu react, turning around and walking inside.

Alina Yin behind her followed suddenly.

“I want to try on the wedding dress with Aunt Gu!”

As soon as the voice fell, the little girl turned around and collided with the oncoming
people, and fell to the ground with an “Oh”.

“Alina Yin!”

Zoey Gu and Liam Lu ran towards Alina Yin at the same time, “What’s wrong? Where
did you fall?”

Before Alina Yin could answer, the person who ran into Alina Yin the moment before
suddenly looked at Zoey Gu in surprise.

“Miss Gu? It’s really you!”

“So you lied to me that day.”

The man pointed to Alina Yin on the ground and suddenly asked, “This is actually your
daughter, right?”
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